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The environment in which our children are born is always a concern
for our family owned business. Dinec makes all efforts possible to
protect the environment and ensure nature’s long term survival.
Here at Dinec, we all share a common ideology: it is the small everyday gesture that will make the difference! That is why we use every
sheet of paper on each side before recycling it. We also recycle ink
cartridges, all packaging material as well as every piece of wood that
enters our plants. We provide all our employees with lunch bags and
mugs in recycled material to cut down on the use of Styrofoam cups
and plastic bags.
On a greater level, all our computer related material is eco-energetic
and whenever applicable without affecting the quality of our furniture,
we use pollution free machinery in our manufacturing process. We
also use hydroelectricity as often as possible, a clean energy. To
reduce carbonic gas emissions, we reduce the shipping of our products by consolidating orders at our distribution center and sending
trucks on the road only when they are full.
We take the time to select certified and responsible suppliers in the
industry and we verify where the wood we use in our plants comes
from in order to protect our forests.
But we feel that the best way to be ecological and to protect our
environment starts by producing quality products. Remember
the furniture you saw at your grand-parent’s home...beautifully
constructed to last for generations. The Dinec quality furniture, built
from North American solid birch wood will find its way in your children
and grandchildren’s house! It’s guaranteed!

When buying Dinec furniture, you are contributing to a home business that gives to
Dinec not only takes care of the environment, but also takes part in the word QUALITY all its meaning!
community life as well. Each year, we contribute financially to great
non-lucrative organisations, such as the Quebec Cancer Society,
the Montreal Heart Institute, Maison de jeunes L’Éveil of Louiseville,
the Groupe Populaire d’Entraide, the National Woodworking School,
and other organisations assisting youth in dispair.

Quality goes green...and beyond
Visit our website at www.dinec.com to
learn more about our company and our
Bedroom and Home Accents Collections.
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